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An Effective Balance 
 
TOTAL CLASS MODELING: All genres 
     Direct teaching of writing skills 
     Direct teaching of essential elements 
     Modeling of writing/reading genre 
 
 Examples: 
  Group frame 
  Coop strip paragraph 
  Poetry 
  Story map - narrative 
 
SMALL GROUP/FLEXIBLE GROUP: Provides scaffolding 
      Practice of teacher modeled tasks 
      Low affective filter/guided practice 
      Meeting student needs 
 
 Examples of flexible groupings:  
  Reading groups - leveled 
  ELL - student and self-generated texts* (ELD standards) 
  Expert groups 
  Literature circles - modified for non-fiction/transactional 
  Primary language reinforcement (preview/review) 
  Coop strip paragraph 
  Team tasks  
 
 Examples of Team Tasks: 
 
 Team flip chants  Team story map  Team time line 
 Team “farmer in the dell” (an oral language to reading/writing strategy) 
 Team map   Ear to ear reading 
 Team coop strip   Team Process Grid  Team “research read” 
    paragraph 
 Team SQ3R   Team mind map  Team map 
 Team listening and  Team map   Team sentences from  
    discussing center             “sentence patterning  
           Chart” 
 Team action plans      Team interviews 
 Team blends from words on walls    Team rhyming banks 

Team words from unifix cubes    Team “reading game”  
          (modified cloze) with  
          coop strip 

 
 
These are only a few examples. 
 



The power here is the language functional environment.  All things lead to reading and 
writing, including the walls.  The walls “drip with the language” that the students are 
acquiring. 
 
INDIVIDUAL: Practice/application 
     Anything modeled by teacher and practiced in groups 
 
 Examples: 
  Team tasks become individual tasks 
  Journals/logs 
  Writers’ workshop 
  Research reading 
  Free choice, silent sustained reading 
 
 

PROCESS FOR GROUP FRAME OR COOP STRIP READING 
Used to Model Writing and for Emergent Reading 

 
 - Teacher develops topic sentence to help teach genre or domain 
 - Teacher directs and models how to find supporting details from the Process Grid 
 - Teams get “heads together” to come up with supporting details orally first 
 - Group Frame variation - teacher takes dictation from groups 
 - Coop Strip variation - (at least two students in each group must be able to 
 write for this variation) teams write agreed upon sentence(s) on sentence strips  

with markers 
- Teacher takes students through writing process 

 Respond (What did we like? How did it hit us?) 

 Revise (Does it make sense? Could it be clearer? Could we 
add/subtract or combine sentences? reorder?)  This is the hardest part 
of the writing process for teachers and kids 

 Edit 

 Teach any skills from the frame or coop strip 
 - Copy:  each student gets one completely edited copy 
 - Pull flexible group reading groups 
 - Write matching sentences to frame or strip paragraph (written in the same  
 colors as original).  Original always stays visible with emergent readers 
 - Pull struggling/emergent reading groups 

 Compare original in chart with new sentence strips, which are edited 
copies of the original-matching colors 

 Pass out the paragraph by sentences and have students put 
sentences back into paragraph format 

 Cut into phrases.  As you cut, ask students how many words there are 
in that phrase.  Discuss difference between sentences, phrases, and 
words. Have students put back into paragraph format 

 Cut into words.  Have students put back into paragraph format 

 Play the “reading game” which is modified cloze activity. “Shut your 
eyes and I will remove one word, then you will open your eyes and tell 
me which one is missing.” Ask students “How you do know?” The 
person who guesses gets to remove a word while others close their 



eyes. Then play the “clue” game. “I’m thinking of a word that 
_____________.”  Here you can use sounds, letters, synonyms or 
antonyms as your “clues.”  At this time, you can work on any reading 
skills activities.  Students then get the typed up copy to read to 7-10 
adults, who sign it.  This is an opportunity for “repeated readings for 
automaticity & fluency” with grade level, standards – based, student – 
generated text. 

 
 
 
Remember:  At all times during this process, ask students:  “Are you sure?”  “How do 
you know?”  “Prove it to me.”  “Show me how you knew that.”  “Why did you think that?” 
Work with students to become metacognitive, using their cueing systems, and confident 
in their interpretations, rather than teacher-dependent for approbation and correctness. 
  
Kinds of information you can get: cueing systems used, self-corrections made and why, 
how they approach problems or new situations in reading. 
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